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The Echo Chamber That Divides Us
LINDSEY CLINTON
Co-Editor-in-Chief
For decades, frustrated parents have taken
their concerns and personal agendas to school
boards or local politicians in protest of certain
books that are read or available in their children’s schools. Many proclaim that schools
introduce students to issues or topics at “too
young of an age”. Others insist that it is “not
the school’s place” to expose students to books
centered around specific topics. But over the
past two years, there has been increasing momentum in attempts to ban books found in
schools across America.
This current wave has spiked to 1,586
book bans and restrictions in 86 school districts spread across 26 states. Every book that
is censored is done so due to the content found
written or illustrated in the pages. The vast majority often handle subjects that have become
quite taboo to many, including race, sexuality,
or gender, just to name a few.
“While these are sensitive topics,
they are also vital to the human experience,”
Librarian at New Paltz High School, Mrs.
Arkans says. “Rather than shielding students
from these issues, we as educators should be
providing ways for teens to grapple with these
big topics.”
Restricting information and discouraging freedom of thought undermines the importance of a key aspect to education: teaching
and providing a space, as well as a community,
for students to think for themselves.
“Teens need to be able to go to their
school library and check out a book on one
of these topics to read and explore for themselves,” Arkans notes.
In early January, a school board in
McMinn County, Tennessee voted unanimously to ban the critically acclaimed graphic novel, Maus. This true story, by Art Spiegelman,
speaks on the horrors of the Holocaust with the
depiction of Jewish people as mice and Nazis
as cats. Because of an issue of “nudity” and
“graphic language”, the contents were deemed
inappropriate and were then extracted from
their eighth grade curriculum.
Only one day before International
Holocaust Day, Spiegelman learned of this
ban. With a sense of perplexity in his voice,

New Paltz High School students reading books that are banned in other schools
across America.
he stated, “It’s leaving me with my jaw open
like, ‘What?’” Spiegelman’s take on the ban
argued that these parents were not concerned
with the mild curses, but rather the content
and stories that are told.
“It shows people hanging. It shows
them killing kids. Why does the education
system promote this kind of stuff? It’s not
wise or healthy… being in the schools,” McMinn County School Board Member, Tony
Allman says. “Educators and stuff, we don’t
need to enable or somewhat promote this
stuff.”
This novel is not meant to “enable”
or “promote”. It is meant to teach so we don’t
forget the impact history still has on us today.
Maus holds extreme value for many educators when addressing the Holocaust, due to
its illustrated form of presenting the truths of
violence, suffering, and the abuse of power.
“People need to become educated
on these topics and should not be scrutinized
for what they want to hear or learn” Kylie
Ayala, Junior at New Paltz High School explains. “We should not be restricted when it
comes to knowledge.” Removing books that
are centered around inequality, inequity, or
injustice, much like Spiegelman’s graphic
novel, limits knowledge and representation
for teens.

“I totally understand if a parent is
concerned and doesn’t want their own child
to read a certain book,” Arkans remarks. “But
to ask that other children in the school not be
allowed to read the book removes free access
to information from other people.”
Many students across America
would not have access to, or ever think to
read these novels if they were not offered
in their school buildings. Being able to collaborate with others in an educational setting
over issues that are found within these books
aids to a deeper understanding of one’s self as
well as others.
Arkans continues on to state, “Many
of the banned or challenged books deal with
topics that teens really need to think and learn
about. Books provide the starting point for
some really important conversations.”
Stripping away novels from the
hands of teachers, librarians, and our youth,
only takes away powerful resources of education in our communities rather than providing protection from their contents. More often than not, the reason for parents’ attempts
to “protect” their children from the “dangers”
found in these novels is to shield them from
inclusivity and new knowledge.
Here at New Paltz High School,

books have not been banned.
“Banning books is also about fear and
power,” President of the New Paltz Board of
Education, Bianca Tanis explains. “When books
are banned, the conversations become one-sided
and erase the stories of those who have been
marginalized and silenced or those that raise
challenging topics.”
Hidden within so many of the arguments made to censor literature is the growing
cloud of fear: Fear of once muted voices, fear of
exposing the truth in history, fear of a new and
changing society.
Tanis went on to voice, “We cannot
evolve in an echo chamber or without engaging
in uncomfortable conversations.” But the echo
chamber remains, as the politicizing of the human experiences illustrated within literature has
weaponized book challenges, creating unnecessary controversy and growing tension.
“Just because some of these books
aren’t perfect utopian books set in perfect utopian worlds does not mean they should not be
published or sold,” Ayala says. “They deal with
real problems that require real solutions, and the
public needs to understand the world that surrounds them.”
Outraged by the increased movement
to silence voices from marginalized communities, many students and libraries have decided to
take matters into their own hands. 16 year old,
Mandy Zhang is leading the charge in Wappingers Falls schools against the district’s banning
of the book, Gender Queer: a Memoir, written
by Maia Kobabe, which is considered one of the
most frequently banned books in schools across
the country. Zhang decided to help launch an
online petition to help put the novel back on the
shelves in her school library, quickly receiving
over a thousand of signatures.
Although New Paltz has not faced any
push for censoring novels found in the libraries,
Arkans outwardly shows her support towards
those found on the list of banned or challenged
books. In the past few years, she has been drawn
to books from All American Boys by Brendan
Kiely and Jayson Reynolds to The Color Purple
by Alice Walker.
“All of these books opened my eyes to
new experiences and viewpoints,” Arkans says.
“Seeing the world through another’s eyes is
what makes literature powerful, and these great
books do this for the reader.”
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A Letter From the Editors

LINDSEY CLINTON & JULIA DEMSKIE
Co-Editors-In-Chief

We’d like to start this off by
expressing how excited we are for you
to have this in your hands. This paper
is a culmination of the hard work we
and the staff have put into our online
publication for the past school year.
We, as a team, have overcome every
challenge that this irregular year has
prompted. From the bottom of our
hearts, we thank our dedicated staff
for all their passionate work. The Maroon would be nothing without you
all.
This past year has been one
of many firsts for both of us. Taking
on a leadership role was an opportunity that we both accepted eagerly,
and every second of it has been an
educational and deeply enriching experience. We have worked with such
incredible talent, and put out a lot of
content that we are very proud of. The
rest of our team’s phonomonal journalism is published on our website,
nphsthemaroon.com, and we would

Preface

love for you to support us on that
platform as well.
The Maroon is a welcoming
creative environment that has challenged us and supported us since
we both joined in sophomore year.
Working on this paper has allowed us
to grow in ways no other experience
in a high school setting has allowed
us to do thus far. There is nothing so
validating as having an outlet for our
voices within our own school community, and we are grateful that we
can provide that space for other students.
Despite both of us being involved in other parts of the NPHS
community, The Maroon is something that we hold especially close
to our hearts. Throughout the entire
year, we have done everything in our
power to allow this paper to succeed,
and that is something we will continue into our senior year with as much,
if not more care.
Lastly, we would like to thank
our amazing advisor, Mr. Neden, on
behalf of our entire staff. Mr. Neden

is so dedicated to our paper, and has
worked so hard this year to make
everything that we have accomplished, including this physical paper, possible. He has continuously
met us where we are at, and ensured
that we have a space to share anything that we feel we need to vocalize. We could not ask for a better
leader.
Thank you for reading, and
enjoy!
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News and Commentary

“Unmasking” The NPHS Community
JULIA DEMSKIE
Co-Editor-In-Chief
What does the bottom half of the world’s face
look like? Naturally, human brains strive to fill
empty spaces with what makes sense to them.
Since March of 2020, this has taken the form
of creating noses, mouths, and jaws to match
the eyes and foreheads seen in passing while
in public.
Globally, people have been living in
a world of ear pain and overly expressive eyebrows for nearly two years, as the COVID-19
pandemic turned life as it was inside out. The
students and staff at New Paltz High School
have been no exception.
Face masks have been required for
entry into district buildings since they were
opened for the 2020-2021 school year. This
changed, however, on Wednesday March 2,
2022.
“I’m happy that the mask mandate
is lifted,” says David Thibodeau, a chemistry teacher at New Paltz High School. “I’ve
had three shots and COVID- I’m not worried
about getting it or giving it to anyone.”
Thibodeau is one of many who are
eager to take off their masks in the wake of the
COVID-19 spike during the Omicron variant
outbreak.
Masks have become a staple in the
daily lives of everyone since the start of the
pandemic in 2020, both protecting us from
contracting the virus, and serving as an indicator of the state of the pandemic. At any given
moment, the severity of the threat could be
measured by the thickness, material, and number of face masks worn by most individuals.
Though now the future looks bright,

as the number of active COVID-19 cases in Ulster County continue to steadily decline as they
have for weeks, and New York State mask mandates are being repealed.
The first day in a partially maskless school was exciting for people like Mr.
Thibodeau, who felt the loss of connection to
the school community with masks in the way.
But the lack of masks this Wednesday didn’t
evoke the same enthusiasm in everybody in the
building.
“It’s kind of nerve racking. We didn’t
really have a lot of time to come to terms with
it,” admits Merin Hemminger, a senior at New
Paltz and among those who have decided to
continue masking.
Many students have opted to keep
their masks on for the time being, as they are
concerned about how hastily the protective

measure is being abandoned. It’s difficult to tell
what will happen with fewer people wearing
masks, and anxieties are running high with anticipation of what the next few weeks will look
like.
“I feel like there’s going to be a surge
at the end of March,” says Sidney Mayers, a
freshman, expressing her fears. “Our immune
systems are weaker, since we’ve been masking for so long, and haven’t been exposed to
much.”
There has been a pattern of relaxed
COVID-19 related restrictions ultimately giving way to recurring surges and stricter regulations being established once again. With new
variant outbreaks cycling every few months, it
has become difficult for people to believe the
end is truly within reach.
“We’ve done this before, the whole
‘OK, we can unmask now,’ and then it was

New Paltz students make their choice on the first day after the mask mandate is lifted.

pulled back,” recalls Hemminger. “I just don’t
know how long this is going to last.”
For students who decided to keep their
masks on, the friendly smiles decorating the
hallways on Wednesday, although refreshing,
are stained by the looming possibility of steps
backward into the depths of the all consuming pandemic.The decision to continue wearing a mask or to take it off has proved to be a
deeply personal one, and has highlighted some
underlying division, whose foundation already
existed in the student body. Students and teachers alike, in the days leading up to the mandate
being lifted, have tried to stress the importance
of respecting the choices of others.
“I thought about my pleasure versus everyone else’s benefit. If I get COVID,
it doesn’t just affect me, it affects everyone
around me,” explains Mayers, reflecting on
her decision to continue masking while in the
school building.
More factors than just public health
have been at the forefront of people’s decision
making process. To teenagers who have gotten
used to hiding half of their face behind a piece
of cloth for two years, it can be intimidating to
reveal what is underneath to so many people at
once. There has now been a sense of vulnerability attached to the image of one’s complete
facial expressions.
“I was very conflicted,” says Hemminger, referring to her decision to continue
wearing her mask.
The abrupt change has certainly
prompted some adjustment from everyone in
the building, as they all try to navigate an ever
dynamic global pandemic at their own door.
“It’s not just a fear of the virus, it’s a
fear of change,” says Maggie Heenan, a Junior
at New Paltz High School, regarding the collective hesitance to go maskless.

Journalism: Forever Changed as a Result of “45”
LINDSEY CLINTON
Co-Editor-In-Chief
The 45th President of the United States, Donald
Trump, and his administration have left much
controversy over the credibility and relevance
of journalists in today’s society.
In April 2020, the coronavirus pandemic became the headline of virtually every news article across the globe. With many
questions waiting eagerly to be answered, CBS
White House correspondent Paula Reid inquired about the Trump administration’s efforts
taken in the earlier stages of the pandemic. She
vocalized that the administration was negligent
in preparing hospitals or ramping up testing. In
response to Reid’s statement, Donald Trump
spoke his infamous words, “You know you’re
a fake. You know that. Your whole network, the

way you cover it is fake.” Junior, Julia Demskie
commented, “It [the Trump Administration] diminished some credibility for a lot of journalists and news outlets with Trump continuously
using terms like “fake news.”
Donald Trump has consistently accused journalists and their work of being “fake”
any time they have questioned his plans or
ideas. He deepened the division in the country
by favoring only certain news outlets, or more
specifically, news reports on FOX, while discrediting journalists on CBS, NBC, ABC, CNN,
the New York Times, and many more. Teacher,
Kurt Ulrich, concurred, stating “Trump magnified the drive for confirmation bias that was already there."
“Trump’s deployment of the term
‘fake news’ has encouraged authoritarian leaders in other countries to invoke the same phrase

to justify press restrictions in their countries,”
Paul Farhi says in his article, New study says
Trump has ‘dangerously undermined truth’
with attacks on news media. Trump created an
ongoing title wave of world leaders discrediting their journalists as a means of controlling
citizens and the information they hear.
Farhi continued to state that between
January 2017 and May 2019, 26 countries had
introduced or enacted new laws which would
restrict “online media and journalistic access in
the name of preventing ‘fake news.”’ This limited access to journalism reduced the number of
people receiving information from major news
sources and instead caused them to rely on social media. Moreover, Donald Trump’s daily
tweets and Facebook posts encouraged the public to turn to the simplistic information put on
social media as opposed to major news outlets

providing a developed and research-based story. Junior, Maggie Heenan, voiced “Because
of the way Trump used Twitter so heavily to
spread news, even things that were national
matters and should have been announced in a
more formal way, were communicated over social media.”
After a quick poll of students in New
Paltz, it is readily apparent over two times the
amount younger readers gain their initial information of the news through social media rather
than major news outlets. This change in gaining knowledge through apps, like Twitter, Instagram, or Facebook, has drastically decreased
the relevance of true journalism. Heenan continued to express that “people came to feel
more comfortable with getting their news from
social media rather than actual news outlets and
papers.”
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NPHS Junior, Zorian Shepko-Hamilton Reflects on the
War in Ukraine
MAGGIE HEENAN
Staff Writer

For the past several months,
opening your phone or any social media app would greet you with the same
exact thing: videos, photos, or updates
about the war in Ukraine. For most of
us, this brutal conflict exists only in
our phone screens or on the television,
but for many, this is reality for them or
their loved ones.
Zorian Shepko, a junior at
New Paltz High School, has a unique
perspective on the situation- his family originally being from Ukraine.
Though they were originally from
Kharkiv, one of the eastern-most cities and closest to the Russian border,
Zorian’s remaining family in Ukraine
currently reside in Lviv on the opposite side of the country.
“Right now they’re kind of
helping refugees who are fleeing
from the eastern side of the country
and from Kyiv,” Says Zorian about
his cousins who are currently living
in Lviv, “They’re trying to just help
them, house them, feed them- give
them whatever they need really.”
Around 10 million people
have already fled their homes in

Ukraine attempting to escape Russian forces, but 6.5 million of those are still stuck,
homeless and helpless inside the war-torn
country. Though it’s hard for anyone to
watch, especially fellow Ukrainians, the
help that Zorian’s family (and many others) are providing is incredibly necessary
and makes all the difference.
Though Zorian does have a special
connection to this issue because of his rela-

but also spread pride and appreciation for
Ukrainian culture, saying “Right now, I’m
wearing [my culture] as proudly as I can.”
For Zorian, wearing his culture
and educating others about it is a way of
gathering support for both the people currently living in Ukraine and the country
as a whole. He’s determined to humanize
Ukrainian people in the eyes of those from
foreign countries, wanting people to see

“No matter what happens to
us and no matter how long we
fight, we’ll get our freedom.”
tives currently in Ukraine, it’s not the only
reason he has such a strong determination
to speak on the topic.
“Well, for me, it’s like the whole
country is my family,” he says, “It’s painful to watch what’s happening right now
and the atrocities that are going on… and
as a Ukrainian American I think it’s helpful to show our support and helpful to raise
awareness about what’s going on.”
As terrifying and upsetting as it is
to be Ukrainian right now, Zorian not only
wants to raise awareness about the conflict

Zorian’s cousin, Vasylna (R), in a hospital in Lviv

that Ukrainians are not just figures on our
screens but real people that everybody can
relate to.
“It doesn’t matter who you are,”
he says, “you’ve got to help each other as
people.”
To many of us, especially those of
younger generations, the Russian invasion
of Ukraine and the attack of civilians may
have seemed unusually cruel or even unexpected. This attack on civilians is and was
cruel and undeserved, but unfortunately it
is not the first time Russia has launched at-

Zorian’s cousins in Lviv moving donated medical supplies

tacks on Ukrainian people.
“This kind of Russian attack on
Ukraine culture and Ukrainian people has
been going on for decades, really.” Zorian
explains, giving some quick insight into the
history of the two countries. He gives an
overview of the Holodomor, a man-made
famine enforced on Soviet Ukraine in the
1930’s which killed millions of Ukrainian
people, “they made a law, and if you grew
more than five seeds of grain then you’d
get shot.”
Zorian’s family history is incredibly intertwined with Ukraine’s history,
many of his relatives having been artists
who were persecuted in the many Russian
attacks and purges of Ukrainian culture.
“My [great-grandmother’s] first
husband was killed because he was an artist and [the USSR] was doing a cultural
cleansing,” He says, going into his family’s story. After his great-grandmother remarried, her second husband- a poet- was
sent off to Siberia, so Zorian’s grandmother
grew up with just her mother and brother.
The three of them went from place to place
around Europe, fleeing the fighting and
chaos of World War II.
Zorain recalls some of the war stories his grandmother used to tell him, of
how she and her brother were dragged on a
sled by their mother through the snow, and
how they stayed in a barn for shelter one
night to avoid freezing to death.
After the war, Zorian’s grandmother moved
to Germany, eventually becoming a news
broadcaster and journalist reporting on current news and events in Ukraine. Zorian
proudly tells of how his grandmother built
an incredible life for herself in Germany
and eventually bought a home in America
with her new husband, and Zorian’s grandfather. From there, the two of them built a
life in America for their children and future grandchildren, working hard to preserve their Ukrainian culture while living
in America.
Zorian expressed his extreme pride
for his country and fellow Ukrainians, not
just hoping for the rest of the world to intervene, but having faith in their strength as
a people.
“No matter what happens to us and
no matter how long we fight, we’ll get our
freedom.”
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Commentary
Opinion: The Verdict in the Ahmaud Arbery Trial and American Justice
JULIA DEMSKIE
Co-Editor-in-Chief
On February 23, 2020, the American
tradition of murdering innocent black people
was observed once again when Ahmaud Arbery, 25, was shot while on a jog. A video of
the incident was released by lawyers for Arbery’s family on May 5, 2020; by the time
this incident reached my world, Ahmaud had
been dead for 72 days.
I wish I could say I was shocked the
first time the video emerged on my Instagram
feed, but I have been on social media, and
lived in this country for too long to be surprised by such news. How many times had I
heard of a black man being killed for just be-

ing, for existing in the presence of the wrong
white person?
Instead, what I felt was dread. It is
impossible enough to grapple with racially
motivated murders in instances of police brutallity, but what I found particularly disturbing about Ahmaud’s death was that the crime
was commited by ordinary citizens. Arbery’s
death quickly became sensationalized, his
name intertwined in the chants of protesters
throughout the nation during the summer of
2020.
2020 was a year full of hopelessness, isolation, and hardship for everyone,
but this was something that ran much deeper
than just an unlucky year. Black Americans

have been waging this war for much longer, and
suffered more pain than I can ever understand.
As a young person, I found myself with little
power or influence, with outrage I felt I had no
outlet for.
Arbery’s murderers, Gregory McMichael, Travis McMichael, and William Bryan,
saw the victim jogging through their neighborhood on that Sunday afternoon, and decided
that they had sufficient reason to chase him in
two pickup trucks and shoot him three times.
Those men were convicted of felony murder
and federal hate crimes, among other charges,
with the conclusion of the November 2021 and
February 2022 trials.
Watching these events unfold evoked
every emotion from anger, to anxiety, to long
awaited joy. It seemed so simple to me that

what those three men did was wrong, and that
no one should ever be allowed to get away with
such evil, but I knew that justice was not always served in cases of violence against black
Americans. I had feared that everything so
many passionate people had worked and fought
for over the course of a year and a half would be
ignored.
This past ruling is what made me so
uncertain of the outcome of the 2021 trial. Having faith that the promise of “liberty and justice
for all” will prevail has become all but impossible in a country that has such a devout history
of contradicting its supposed core values.
The announcement of the guilty ver-

This past ruling is what made me so uncertain of the outcome of the 2021 trial.
Having faith that the promise of “liberty and justice for all” will prevail has
become all but impossible in a country
that has such a devout history of contradicting its supposed core values.
dict was a collective sigh of relief and gratitude from supporters of the Black Lives Matter
movement; victory, in a fight where wins have
historically been few and far between.
But why were we so uncertain
throughout the trial? Is it not a given that chasing down an innocent person and killing them
will have repercussions? Morally, the issue is
as clear and concise as seemingly possible. Historically, however, the outcome has not been so
consistent with what is just.
What first came to my mind when the
news of Ahmaud’s death had gone viral were
the similarities in the death of Trayvon Martin.
Trayvon Martin was murdered in 2012
by George Zimmerman while walking home to
his father’s house from a trip to the store. By
just existing in a wealthy Florida neighborhood
as a black teenager, Martin was perceived as
a threat by Zimmerman, the self proclaimed
“neighborhood watch.” Despite the warning of
a 9-1-1 dispatcher not to advance on Trayvon,
Zimmerman chased him down and fatally shot
him.
In both instances, the murderers
claimed that they had fired their weapons out of
self defense. In both instances, the victims were
unarmed.
Both Martin and Arbery had been
keeping to themselves at the time of their
deaths, and had been doing nothing illegal at
all. That is not to say that if they had been committing a crime, they deserved this fate, but it is
a fact of each case that further invalidates the
self defense claims.
If an individual brings a firearm into
a situation where no conflict exists previously,
it is obvious that their goal is to instigate some
form of violence. For what other reason would
a gun be a necessary precaution? The victims
had both felt threatened enough to attempt to
evade their attackers and avoid being injured. It
is undeniable that their sense of fear and danger
was palpable; they were taken by complete surprise, and had no means to defend themselves.
So how can self defense be a legitimate legal

claim made by the only individuals who were
armed, and the ones who incited the violence?
To reasonable people, the answer is
simply that it is not legitimate. In the eyes of
the law, however, it is not always so black and
white. Due to Florida’s “stand your ground”
law, Zimmerman was not found guilty of Trayvon’s murder, and walked free.
Evidently, being legal is not the same
thing as being morally right.
This past ruling is what made me so
uncertain of the outcome of the 2021 trial. Having faith that the promise of “liberty and justice
for all” will prevail has become all but impossible in a country that has such a devout history
of contradicting its supposed core values.
Evidently, being legal is not the same
thing as being morally right.
In the end, the defendants’ claims of
attempting a “citizen’s arrest” did not hold up
against the Georgia jury. But that is not where
this story truly ends. As the next generation of
Americans, it is in the aftermath of such tragedies that we must do our most grueling work.
The doubt ridden nature of this trial is just one
example of how desperately the existing justice
system needs reform.
Another thing we need to recognize is
the role of social media in this call for change.
Had the footage of Ahmaud’s death not gone
viral, his murderers would not only walk free;
they never would have gone to trial.
This is why it is so important, as young
people, that we push for these conversations at
every opportunity. This is why it is so important
to say that being legal is not the same thing as
being morally right, but it should be.
It is so easy to feel overwhelmed by
the world and the issues that become so apparent in moments like these, but remembering the
weight of our voices is the one strength that we
can always rely on.
It is our responsibility to observe, listen, and amplify; it is the way in which we will
remake the world.
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Clara Bogart
Alyssa Puleo
SUNY Buffalo
Ithaca College
Sophia Luczak
Flora Pierson
Lily Zaborowski
Le Moyne College
SUNY Brockport
Kelly Hansen
Peyton Curley
New York University
Ryan McCrory
Christine Vigliotti
SUNY Cobleskill
Pace University
Kaden Bredberg
Kaitlyn Weinerman
SUNY College of
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Environmental Science and
Siri Walsh
Forestry
Rochester Institute of
Maeve Stone
Technology
SUNY Cortland
Armando Navarro
Paige Hammer
Fabio Alvarez
Riley Stutzman
Jeffrey Liu
SUNY Duchess Community
Sergio Mercado-Nunez
Ryan Kraus
Siena College
SUNY Farmingdale
Sarah Tanner
Noah Levitz
Skidmore College
SUNY Maritime
Camden Holland-Shepler
Joshua Graubard
Emily Lawrence

SUNY New Paltz
Olivia Baum
Yasha Tamarchenko
Gage Gullickson
Melissa Cino
SUNY Oneonta
William Forstell
Jamie Newell
SUNY Oswego
Jena Russo
SUNY Potsdam
Tessa LaPolt
SUNY Purchase
Peyton Goldleaf
Quentin Bailey
Sarah Boyle
Davion Mumper
SUNY Ulster Community
John Morse
Ivelisse Cabrera
Rachael Kasper
Noor Eljamal
Patrick Anderson
Bladimir Cruz-Peraza
Derek Olinsky
Kieran Thomas
Utica College
Bruce Oremus

Gap Year
Elise Gingold
Matan Ziv
Wren Werner

Work Force
Bany Bonilla
Spyros Schirripa
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Community
Meet Mr. Burger
LYLA LAFFIN & SOPHIE BRASSARD
Staff Writers

For those of you who don’t already
have him as a teacher, New Paltz High School
has recently welcomed a new member to the
Social Studies department, Mr. Burger. He
decided to come back to the Hudson Valley
after going away for college because “New
Paltz seemed like a great welcoming community to be a part of. It has certainly lived up to
its reputation.”
Growing up in the Poughkeepsie
area, Mr. Burger attended Arlington High
School, then later attended SUNY Geneseo in
Western New York for college. He stated, “I
loved Geneseo and that area but it’s great to
be back in the Hudson Valley. Leaving for a
few years definitely made me appreciate this
place much more.” New Paltz High School is
not his first rodeo though; before coming here
he taught in Troy, New York which is near Albany. In Troy, he was involved outside of the

I Quit Instagram.
ROSIE SAVELSON
Staff Writer
My private Instagram account has
1,135 posts. I created it in eighth grade, and
for the last four years I shared on it almost
daily. I created series; traditions; I packaged
my innermost thoughts into irony and entertainment, everything a huge satire of itself.
Then I made a decision I never thought I’d
make: I deleted Instagram. My hesitancy to
do this in the past mostly came from a crippling fear of missing out. As we’re all aware,
a lot goes down on social media. I already
didn’t have snapchat; without Instagram, I’d
be even further cut off from the collective.
The other source of my hesitancy
was that I was quite passionate about my
private account-- finsta, if you will, I know
all the words, I’m so cool-- which I’d been
running for many years. I’d put so much
effort into curating my presence there that
abandoning it felt like leaving a story incomplete. Oftentimes, the account felt like an
interesting deconstruction of my evolution
as a person (or maybe not as a person; as a
user). Taking a break was like depriving this
archive an entire chunk of my life. More than
anything, I wasn’t sure where I would put all
the energy I usually dedicated to merciless
documentation.

classroom as well by coaching the school’s
JV baseball team. While teaching in Troy
he was fresh out of college, and got to live
with some of his college friends which he
enjoyed. He shares, “Though it was a positive experience, I wanted to come back to
this area to be closer to my now fiance and
my family.”
We asked him about what some of
his favorite things to do outside of school
were, and some hobbies he has. He talked
about how much he loves being outdoors
and that he is super excited for the upcoming ski and snow season. He also enjoys
running and biking, but due to the sun setting so early it is a lot harder to fit in time
after school. However, above all else, his
favorite hobby is photography. He said “my
camera goes with me everywhere, so going
through all of my pictures or scanning film
takes up a lot of my free time.” Mr. Burger
also mentioned that although he never intended to stray from teaching, if he were
to choose a different career, he would be
a sports photographer. He has done some

shoots of snowboarding, skiing, running,
soccer, and basketball events in the past,
and did his first wedding and engagement
shoot this past summer. “I enjoy taking pictures of everything, but shooting outdoor
sports would be a dream summer job,”
he says. Along with photography, he has
begun to get really into film over the past
few years. Mr. Burger has many talents and
hobbies outside of school that could benefit
the students of NPHS.
His message for the students of
New Paltz High School was how thankful
he was for everyone accepting him and giving him a warm welcome. “It’s never easy
feeling like ‘the new kid’ and not knowing
anyone, so I had a lot of nerves coming into
the year.” His experiences make him want
to remind us all to be friendly to others in
the hallway, and welcome the new faces
and people coming from other districts. He
said, “just seeing friendly faces saying hello in the hallway goes a long way to helping new people feel a sense of belongingness here.”

My dear mother-- the intelligent and
ever-inspiring school librarian Ms. Arkans-was often concerned about the effect of social media on our generation. For the sake
of being contrarian, I developed a defensive
stance on the topic. When my mom told me
about the harm Instagram could cause, I was
compelled to defend it. I liked Instagram. It
was, in fact, good for me!
It scientifically is not. Facebook
whistle-blower Frances Haugen, a former
Facebook product manager, released information to the public surrounding the negative
impacts of Facebook and Instagram. This
included a study done by the company that
confirmed that Instagram worsens body image issues. The company had conducted and
concluded this study, and with the knowledge they gained, they did nothing. With the
unique setup of social media-- the chaos, the
illusion of control, the elation of “getting it”
when we see a referential meme--we often
forget that the priority of all these companies
is profit. And what are they profiting off of?
Our attention; the natural reactions our brains
have when we’re engaged, offended, passionate. They aren’t even selling their products to
us-- they’re selling our attention to advertising companies. They do not care about our
self esteem, our movements, the art we share,
the communities we create-- they only care
about the time we spend with their app open.
Even without a study to prove it, it’s

no secret that Instagram has a negative impact
on body image and self esteem. But it can
also transform how we perceive ourselves on
a deeper level. The way we curate our identities online is incredibly interesting to me; it’s
like we’re creating and then appeasing a selfimposed audience. Personally, I spent more
time on my own accounts-- stalking, editing,
trying to place myself in the mind of a stranger being introduced to me for the first time-than anyone else’s. It isn’t self-obsession; it’s
like some sort of facade-obsession. I didn’t
post things I liked; I posted things I hoped
others would like, comment on, interact with.
During the pandemic, the entirety of
my social life moved online. I depended on
these apps to keep in contact with friends and
family. My time spent on Instagram and discord began to feel a lot more real than the fevered, surreal hours I spent alone in my room.
All my friends only existed as accounts;
therefore, I was just an account as well. The
way I recalled things began to depend on my
social media presence. I would check to see
the date I’d finished binge-watching She-Ra
by looking back through my posts. If I wanted to remember a specific meaningful experience, I’d scroll through my archived stories
to see if I’d shared something about it;
oftentimes, I had. The apps I used daily started to appear in my dreams. A lot of the time,
(sorry teachers) I would go on Instagram and
TikTok for hours during online classes. On

Mr. Burger has many hobbies and is excited to
bring his varied interests into the classroom.

one fateful check-in Tuesday, I spent nine
hours looking at my phone.
All of these instances were signs of
the obvious: I was addicted to Instagram, and
had been for all of my teenage years. After
realizing this, I didn’t even delete the app. I
only did that when college applications and
homework started piling up and the sacrifice
had to be made. The first few days it was
gone from my home screen, I would scroll
aimlessly through Spotify and my notes app,
trying to scratch a phantom itch I never knew
could be so strong. One morning, as I went
down a rabbit hole of related artists on Spotify, I joked to my mom that I was suffering
from Instagram withdrawals.
The truth is, I probably was. But let
me just say, as someone who was very very
addicted to Instagram, I don’t really miss it
at all. I have more time now to do my work,
listen to new music, read, and hang out with
friends. It sounds tired, it sounds cliche, but
it’s true. Social media changes you. Contrary
to what I once believed, algorithms aren’t
usually tailored to specific users. Instead,
users are fed into already curated paths that
match them the best. Over time, we become
more streamline-able; we begin to fit more
and more snugly into the algorithm selected
for us. The algorithm doesn’t adapt to us. We
adapt to it.

So delete Instagram, cuz what
are you even doing on there anyway?

Community
Should 16-Year-Olds Vote?
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The New York State Assembly...
ANDREW BALABAN
Staff Editor

Senate Bill S366,a New York
State Senate Bill currently in the Elections Committee, proposes an amendment to New York election law that
would lower the voting age in state and
local elections from 18 to 16. The bill
also aims to incorporate civics into high
school social studies curricula, and mandates schools supply voter registration
forms to students who will turn 16 by
election day. The introduction of S366
fits into a larger conversation about voting rights for people under 18.
The bill was initially introduced
to the Senate in the 2017-18 legislative
cycle, sponsored by District 27 State
Senator, Brad Hoylman. It has another
version in the New York State Assembly,
sponsored by Robert Caroll of Brooklyn.
“This bill would let 16- and
17-year-old New Yorkers register to vote
in state and local elections,” says Aaron
Ghitelman, Press Secretary for Senator
Hoylman, “It also would...incorporate
civics into high school curricula.”
S366 was in part prompted by a
global, and in some cases domestic push
for youth suffrage. Although in nearly
every democracy in the world, you must
be 18 to vote, there are a growing number of exceptions. For example, in Austria, the voting age has been sixteen since
2007. In 2015, Scotland reduced the voting age to 16 for Scottish Parliament and
local elections. Three cities in the United
States, including Hyattsville, MD, and
Takoma Park, MD allow 16-year-olds to
vote in local elections.
“I think it was kind of inspired...
by seeing the actions that have happened
elsewhere in the country,” Ghitelman
says.
The current voting age in New
York is 18 years of age in state and local elections, but prior to the 1970s, the
minimum age was 21. The debate around
lowering the voting age to 18 primarily
centered around 18-year-olds’ military
participation in the Vietnam War (coupled with an increase in political activ-

ism amongst young people). The age was
lowered because of a decades-long debate
around youth suffrage, which started during World War II and culminated with
the passage of the 26th amendment. New
York’s voting age was officially lowered
from 21 to 18 on June 2nd, 1971, after it
ratified the 26th Amendment.
Today, advocates for youth suffrage employ a variety of arguments to
support lowering the voting age to 16.
One of these arguments relates to 16-yearolds’ overall participation in society.
“We also have to abide by the
rules and laws, they affect us too,” says
Sage Rochetti, junior at New Paltz High

will end up having greater effects on
young people. Therefore, as supporters
of expanding the voting age argue, young
people should have a say in the selection
of policymakers.
“The long-term effects of the decisions that the politicians make won’t be
affecting them [older people] as much,”
says Caleb Lai, sixteen-year-old and junior at New Paltz High School, “so young
people should be able to vote because
the politicians who they’d be voting for
are making decisions that affect them the
most.”
“I feel like most sixteen-yearolds are capable of forming a reason-

School, “...so why shouldn’t we have our
input?”
The justification for Bill S366 on
the New York Senate website also relates
to young people’s involvement in society.
“Currently in the state of New
York,” the justification reads, “sixteen
year-olds are tasked with many of the responsibilities of adulthood. Because they
do not have the right to vote, sixteen yearolds have no input towards the government that shapes their lives, no input as
to who oversees the public schools that
85% of them attend, no input as to who
will make the crucial decisions of the day,
decisions that will affect their lives.”
Another argument concerns how
the decisions legislators are making now

able, well thought out opinion on political
questions”-Henry Millman, junior at New
Paltz High School
That argument is made more pertinent when considering the damaging
effects that climate change and environmental destruction will have on younger
generations.
“The kinds of problems that...our
generations have been leaving,” says Albert Cook, Social Studies teacher at New
Paltz High School, “many of them are existential problems, with this environmental problem being the greatest in my view,
and I think that the kind of dynamic that
exists in our political and social realm...is
maturing our young people faster in that
arena.”

“There’s research that shows that
the younger somebody is the first time
they vote, the more likely they will continue to be an active voter throughout the
rest of their lives, and... connecting people
with this while they’re in high school is
kind of a good and easy boarding ramp to
get people engaged in our democracy.”Aaron Ghitelmam
Lowering the voting age may increase voter turnout in the long run. Some
evidence indicates that developing voting
habits at an early age is a predictor of future voting habits.
“Lowering the voting age will
help establish...a lifetime of active civic
behavior;” Ghitelman envisions. “There’s
research that shows that the younger
somebody is the first time they vote, the
more likely they will continue to be an
active voter throughout the rest of their
lives, and... connecting people with this
while they’re in high school is kind of a
good and easy boarding ramp to get people engaged in our democracy.”
While there is support for lowering the voting age, the notion is still largely controversial. In 2020, San Francisco
voters defeated Proposition G, which
would have lowered the voting age to 16
in city-wide elections. As in the debates
of the 1960s around whether 18-year olds
should have the right to vote, the most
common argument against lowering the
voting age to 16 relates to young people’s
lack of experience and immaturity.
“I don’t think that at 16 you have
the right knowledge of how government
works,” says Kyle Newman, junior at
New Paltz High School.
Put more bluntly… “People are
too...stupid at 16,” says Juliana Vasquez,
junior at New Paltz High School.
Whether S366 will be passed in
the upcoming legislative cycle or end up
meeting the same fate as Prop G in San
Francisco is unclear. The bill has six cosponsors in the Senate and 23 co-sponsors
in the Assembly.
“I personally would love to see
this bill move up,” says Ghitelman, “and
to...see it go into effect and increase participation in our democracy.”
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Music
What Taylor Swift Means to Today’s Youth
PARKER REED & HANNA BEUKELMAN

Staff Writers

Few possess the sheer ambition of 12-yearold Taylor Swift, whose diary’s front page
read: “My life, my career, my dream, my
reality.” Determined to become a household
name, Swift’s global relevance was prefaced
by her country singer aspirations, which she
chased with vigor. Her transformation from
Tennessee sweetheart into A-listing popstar has been an evolution reflected in her 9
albums, and while her sound has had many
reincarnations, the therapeutic element evident in her songwriting has never faltered.
Crowned Billboard’s “Woman of
the Decade,” Swift has become a representative of innovative musical genius, and a
feminist symbol to thousands. While her
songs continue to resonate with women
around the world, part of her prestigious
title holds significance because of Swift’s
business ability. Recently, she has been
busy re-recording her first 6 albums to gain
control of her masters and regain ownership of her music, labeling each record
with “(Taylor’s Version)”. She is an advocate within the industry of the idea that artist’s should own their work so avidly, even
admitting to the press that she’s considered
running her own record label in an effort to
bring justice to robbed creators.
“I think it sucks what the contract
did to her, but it is even worse thinking
about the fact that [artists not owning their
own music] is common in the music industry, especially for women,” sophomore and
fan Melanie Kniffen notes.
Swift’s thirst for justice bleeds into her new
“All Too Well (10 minute version)” with a
vengefulness and uncut emotion in her lyrics that was unseen in the original song.
“Now when I listen to the original
version, it sounds weird,” Johnny Lynn, a
self-proclaimed Swiftie, elaborates on the
contrast between Taylor’s re-recordings.
Red (Taylor’s Version), was released on
November 12th with the new “All Too Well
(10 minute version),” officially the longest
No.1 hit of all time. The previously “underground” song, once used to validate fans as
true Swift connoisseurs, was cast in a spotlight when the album was released.
Lynn, a sophomore at New Paltz

High School is a long-time listener, who
guiltlessly admits that Taylor was, in fact,
his first celebrity crush. “Love Story,” a
gawky teenage declaration of love and another one of Swift’s No.1 hit songs, was
the first song he heard, and is still one of
his favorites to this day. When questioned
why, Lynn reckons with nostalgia;
“Well, I think I associate Taylor’s older
music with where I was in life at its release,” Lynn says.
Her career having lasted as long
as many of her fan’s lifetimes, it's no sur-

prise that Swift’s career is heavily reliant on nostalgic fans. Her
music has an ability to transcend
the laws of time and take us back
to what life was like when her latest album ceaselessly played on
the radio, and even spun in our
CD players. Swift has grown up
with her fans just as much as her fans have
grown with her, and as a result, there is a
bond resembling one of a lifelong friend–
especially considering that the vulnerability in her lyrics corresponds to every stage
in her life. This also means that her songs
appeal to a variety of ages, and consequently preserves Swift as a generational
star. Naturally, her catchy storylines and
cherished songs become tied to personal
memories with little invisible strings.

“She is an idol to so many people
for a multitude of reasons” proclaims
Melanie proudly. “From starting at a
young age, to writing incredible lyrics,
she shows females in the industry that you
shouldn’t let yourself be pushed aroundthat you have a right, no matter what anyone tells you.”
In 2014 Swift’s title as woman of
the year was the prelude to her eventual
coronation as woman of the decade (as
previously mentioned). Miss Swift strode
up the stage to make what is now a renowned acceptance speech dedicated to
future women who will follow graciously in her footsteps. Taylor voices to the
audience that night., “Somewhere right
now, your future woman of the year is
probably sitting in a piano lesson or in
a girls choir…and today, right now, we
need to take care of her.” And as if Swift
herself was Dr. Strange, she foretold the
event of what happened only a short 5

years later. Presenting the Billboard women of the year award in 2019, Taylor reveals “an 11 year old girl in california really was taking piano lessons, and really
was in a girls choir. And this year she has
been named Women of the Year at the age
of 17. Her name is Billie.”
One might say that instance was
pure coincidence, but Taylor’s serene,
protective aura is why so many females,
not just in the industry, look up to her as

a role model and as a guide through the
menacing world women live in. Her music, like “The Man” from her seventh album Lover, is proof to women that they
are capable of everything they aspire to
achieve, regardless of obstacles like sexism.
“She has been through tragedy,
whether it is from heartbreak or life in
general,” conveys Melanie with a sigh of
despondency. “But she always turns tragedy into something beautiful, and it shows
people that there isn’t a limit to your capabilities.”
Not only was Taylor’s victory in
the sexual assault case an immense leap
for women’s rights and the Me Too movement, but Taylor’s fearless, outspoken
heart also advocated for the rights of many
Tennessee women by pleading for people
to vote in the 2018 Tennessee State election. More than 65,000 people registered
to vote in the 24-hour period following her
post on Instagram regarding why women
should vote, denouncing republican Marsha Blackburn, who was opposed to basic
human rights. Up until that point, Swift
hadn't mentioned anything in regards to
politics in fear of being canceled. Growing up in the industry as a woman, she
was told to keep her mouth shut, smile and
look pretty. This breakthrough for Taylor
was only the beginning when it came to
standing up for what she believes in.
Throughout Swift’s career, she
presents herself to the world as an independent, strong, courageous woman who
never backs down from a challenge. We
see these sentiments reflected on today’s
youth, who are taking inspiration from her
to never be defined by other’s words. She
conquers sexism in the music industry,
degrading comments, and sexual assault,
all while creating timeless music that is
considered, by many, to be as great as
the Beatles. She gives people like Melanie Kniffen and Johnny Lynn from New
Paltz High School someone to idolize and
aspire to be. And for those reasons, Taylor Swift is a pure representation of never
letting fears of obstacles stand in the way
of becoming a pure symbol of hope and
change for this world.

Media
The Glamorization of Mental Illness In The Media
MAE ROGERS
Writer

We love the media. TikTok, Instagram, television, YouTube- you name it, we
can’t get enough. In fact, 2021 estimates
suggest that more than 210 million people
worldwide suffer from addiction to social
media and the internet. On all sources of media, you can find users that glamorize poor
mental health and mental illnesses such as
anorexia, depression, anxiety, and ADHD.
What may look glossy and pretty on a screen
is drastically different than it appears. There
is nothing romantic about mental illness in
real life.
Within recent years, multiple shows
have been released that leave viewers with
the idea that mental illness can be gratifying.
Take for example, the Netflix series, 13 Reasons Why, in which the protagonist graphically commits suicide. After her death, she
is all anyone can talk or think about. This
leaves viewers with the impression that suicide equals popularity; however, the reality
is that most people that kill themselves do it
for reasons other than attention.
This may seem obvious, but the
show glamorizes depression and suicide in
such a way that it makes viewers want the
same for themselves. In fact, according to
the Journal of the American Academy of
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry the debut
of the series followed in a 28.9% spike in
suicide rates in children 10-17.
Another instance of this romanticization of mental illness is in the popular HBO
drama, Euphoria. The main character, Rue
Bennet, struggles with substance abuse and
bipolar disorder. Unlike 13 Reasons Why, it
portrays some of the less desirable aspects
of mental illness, however, some spectators
fall prey to the aesthetic of the show. While
the series does a good job of showing how
mental illness can strain relationships and
personal life, it also depicts Rue’s illnesses
as something exciting and euphoric, hence
the name of the show. Scenes of Rue’s bipolar episodes and drug use are shot with phenomenal cinematography and lively music,
leaving the viewer with the aim of seeking
out similar excitement.
One student at New Paltz High
School commented on the show, saying that
the audience “Wishes they could be like
them, but meanwhile they’re in rehab.” This

goes to show how glamorized mental illness is within television, reaching to a point
that spectators wish they were parallel to
characters with life-threatening substance
abuse issues. While Euphoria may illustrate mental illness as being glitterly and
flashy, the reality is chaotic and unpleasant.
Finally, there is a show called Skins, which
aired in 2007 and came to a close in 2013.
In this series, most of the characters come from broken families and do not
have much of a support system. The storyline includes controversial subjects as substance abuse, sexuality, teenage pregnancy,
personality and eating disorders, and mental illness. An anonymous student at New
Paltz High School remarked that her current struggles with mental illness are partially because of the popular show.
“It literally teaches you how to
be anorexic,” she says. According to the
Eating Recovery Center, anorexia is the
third most common chronic illness among
adolescents after asthma and obesity. With
television shows like these, the number of
anorexia cases will only increase. To make
matters worse, about 26% of people with
eating disorders attempt suicide.
The same student then went on
to discuss other sources of glamorization
in the media: “There were some people
on TikTok, back when being emo and depressed was a big thing, that would talk
about their self harm in such a refreshing,
enlightening way like: ‘Oh I miss it,’ and
they really glamorized cutting yourself.
They made it seem so euphoric because
it supposedly makes you feel better. People would say ‘I miss the blood trickling
down…’ and that made people think, ‘Oh,
wow, let me try that.’”
A third interviewee, a sophomore
at New Paltz, noted that TikTok is also a
common source of anorexia and bulimia
glorification.
“Sometimes you see those ‘thinspo’ videos, those are so bad because that’s,
like, glamorizing eating disorders,” she
says. “A lot of times you see people comparing their mental illness with other people’s mental illness. Then you wish your
mental illness was worse just so it can be
validated. You want to be diagnosed so it’s
more, like, cool. It’s very competitive no
matter what the mental illness is.”
Here is an example of this idea:
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Fallon Geilser illustrates the ever present influence of social media
anorexia victims want to be the “best” anorexic, the anorexic who can eat the least
and descend to the lowest weight. Essentially, they strive to be the greatest at starving themselves.
TikTok is not the only social media
platform where mental illness is romanticized. In fact, recent headlines regarding
“the Facebook whistleblower” reveal that
Facebook and Instagram have horrible effects on young girls. The same glorification
can also be found on apps like Tumblr and
Snapchat as well.
In several studies, young adult users who spend the most time on Instagram,
Facebook and other platforms were shown
to have a substantially (from 13 to 66 percent) higher rate of reported depression
than those who spent the least time.
“In recent years, there has been a
significant increase in anxiety and eating
disorders in our adolescents,” Mary Kay
Fiore, New Paltz High School psychologist, remarks. “I believe that social media
can lead to an increase in these conditions,
as students are exposed to information on
so many different levels. Teens can experi-

ence higher levels of anxiety, low-self esteem, and a negative self concept as a result
of social media exposure.”
It is crucial to understand that these
social networking sites are fake. What may
look like a photo of a happy and carefree
girl in a bikini could really be a picture of a
girl who is struggling with depression and
body-image issues.
So, while some platforms cause
mental illness by glamorizing it and making
it competition, others hide the poor mental
health of its users in an attempt to display
a perfect world. Unfortunately, mental illness can be brought out in the viewer either
way,
“Being connected to others is important for adolescent development. With
the recent pandemic, this has never been
more important for our teens.” Fiore says.
“In order to have a healthier relationship
with social media, I think students need to
understand that there needs to be limits and
boundaries in relation to social media usage. It is also important to have conversations with parents and trusted adults about
the unrealistic messages present on social
media.”
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Solo Diedhiou Finds Her Voice
LINDSEY CLINTON
Co-Editor-In-Chief
Marietou Solo Diedhiou: A performer. A
sister. A friend. Overachieving in every
aspect of life, she pushes herself past any
limit she is faced with. Diedhiou evolves
more and more each day into the person

she dreams of becoming - a person she could
find herself looking up to.
“I want to be a teacher. My mom,
uncle, grandpa, and grandma were all teachers,” Diedhiou says. “It’s a really amazing
thing to give people education; To be there
for them.”
Teaching is an underappreciated
profession. To many, it is just something to
fall back on when you lack direction in life.
But Diedhiou has never thought of it this
way. Growing up surrounded by teachers, she
understands the small elements of the job that
tend to be overlooked, much like being a constant support team and caring for students.
Even some of her own teachers throughout
the years have shown her the same beauty of
the profession that her family has. Immediately, New Paltz High School choir director,
Nicole Foti came to mind as she reflected on
people who have a true passion for teaching.
Lost in her own thoughts, Diedhiou explains
how Foti would do anything for her students,
including buying them an outfit if they didn’t
have one.
“When the right person [is teaching]… it is not underwhelming.” Diedhiou

begins. “Being able to teach kids at any age
is a blessing, and an awesome thing that is
underrated and needed.”
Diedhiou’s kind smile is contagious,
even under a mask. As she reminisces about
moments from her elementary classes, the
warmth from her nurturing personality shines
through. It is more than evident that she too
was cut out to be a teacher.
“I had a really amazing kindergarten and first grade teacher. She taught that
whole class how to be people,” Diedhiou
says, beaming from ear to ear. “We had these
amazing experiences and I never forgot them.
I will never forget her.”
Diedhiou continues to grow and find
herself throughout high school, grasping at
any opportunity that comes her way. But
now, in her senior year of high school, she
is pulled in many directions daily because
of her heavy involvement in the community,
school clubs, and preparing for college.
“It all just kind of happened at once.
I was just like…I’m going to lose my mind,”
Diedhiou says, “But it’s too late. I’m in all
the things now. I am making these choices
and that is just how it is going to be.”

Although at times her hectic agenda
may feel overwhelming, Diedhiou wouldn’t
change a thing. She explains that as long as
there is “intention” behind something, anyone should feel the freedom to take on whatever they want to. And for Diedhiou, this
even means undertaking the project of creating her own performance at her dance studio,
Barefoot Dance.
“Barefoot Dance taught me how to
dance from the inside,” Diedhiou expresses.
“Other places made it feel like you were
dancing for someone else. You were dancing
for the entertainment of other people. I didn’t
want that.”
To Diedhiou, Barefoot Dance is
not just a place for performing, but a place
to “use your brain and knowledge about semantics.” Unlike the previous dance studios
she attended, Diedhiou is able to flourish and
showcase her incredible abilities with the
opportunities much like completely choreographing her own number.
With her thoughtful nature and
warmhearted personality Diedhiou continues
to leave an ever lasting and memorable impact on anyone she encounters.

NPHS Senior Artist Spotlight: Flora Pierson
PHOEBE EIS
Staff Writer
A consistent, engaged contributor of art and discussion is Flora Pierson, a
seventeen-year-old senior artist. She’s eager
to show us her sketchbook during critiques,
filled with meticulous planning– scrawled
notes, compiled images from other artists,
and sketches– and explain her thought process to us. She’s equally ready to critique
or compliment her classmates’ art: remark
on the way someone has rendered the
shadows here and chosen complementary
colors there, or make suggestions on how to
improve their work.
She’s often a friendly face in a sea
of peers, one who possesses a unique ability to make others feel comfortable in the
simplest, most genuine ways– whether it’s
a little wave hello or starting a conversation
about a movie or tonight’s homework load.
She can be seen engaging with kids from
various cliques in the school with ease;
connecting amiably with teachers and staff;
attending school events, camera at the ready

for NPZ footage; and helping out with clubs.
Outside of school, Flora might be
out in the middle of the woods or on top of
a mountain. “I like to go on hikes,” she tells
me, “be in nature.” Flora’s been involved
with Wild Earth outdoor programs for
years and even works as a counselor over
the summer, but she also ventures into the
wilderness leisurely with her friends. She
has a “polar plunge” tradition too–for her,
jumping into freezing-cold autumn waters
is a way to get a natural rush and enjoy the
outdoors.
When she’s not engaged in daredevil antics she has numerous other creative
hobbies and passions to keep her busy. Indeed, Pierson has a range of talents outside
of visual arts, from video editing to crafts. “I
like to knit,” she says, “I’m knitting all my
Christmas presents right now.”
Flora adds, “I also like to make
zines. I do that at Dia,” (the contemporary
art museum in Beacon, New York, where
her mother works). Her zines are “mostly
collages, then I’ll sew into them,” she
explains. Her experimentation with collage, mixed media, and textiles is evident in

her impressively unique portfolio of work,
which features beaded details, incorporation
of photos, and stitching– both machine and
hand-done.
Now, she’s honing that world in AP
Studio. “My theme is Waldorf school… the
psychology of Waldorf,” she says. Pierson
attended Mountain Laurel Waldorf school
in New Paltz until seventh grade and it still
drives her work. “Every year, every grade
there are different things that you can and
cannot do. They introduce new media every
grade and every grade you learn a different
curriculum,” she clarifies. She is mirroring this artistic, psychological evolution in
her work now, gradually adding colors and
techniques.
As she reconciles her attachment
to her younger years and her still-forming
artistic identity, Flora is exploring it all
with maturity and poise, but also a sense of
whimsy– her own personal flair– motivating her peers to do the same in their own
ways. In turn, she appreciates the supportive, close-knit community our art class has
fostered for her.
“Being in this environment with a whole

class inspires me. Everyone has their own
plan; we’re not competitive with each other,”
says Flora. “It’s nice to see other people inspired on their own terms.”

